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ALUMNI FEEDBACK ANALYSIS & ACTION TAKEN REPORT 

AY 2021-22 

ADAMAS UNIVERSITY  
ay 

At Adamas University Alumni feedback is taken in the following ways: 

1. Verbal:

a) Face-to-face interaction: when they visit the organization for some reason, for
example, Alumni meet, convocation, or for any other reason

b) Virtual: For instance, whenever online alumni talks are held.

2. Written: Feedback forms are mailed to alumni. They mail back the same after filling
the form. (The feedback form has been attached for your kind consideration)

Picture: Alumni Feedback Form 

Alumni Feedback Form: 1st Page 
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Alumni Feedback Form: 2nd Page 

Alumni Feedback Form: 3rd Page 
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FEEDBACK ANALYSIS 

 No of mail respondents: 496

 Parameters of Feedback:

1. Course curriculum is tailored for future application in higher education/or
employment.

2. The curriculum offers courses with practical and hands-on learning experience.
3. Faculty members are knowledgeable and helped in improving your learning

quotient.
4. Teaching learning process at Adamas University matches the expectation of

students.
5. Opportunity for participating in extracurricular activities.
6. Learning ambience.
7. Industry oriented projects.
8. Seminars/workshops/guest lectures.
9. Training / placements by career development cell.
10. Alumni Association/Network of old friends.

Tabular Representation of Feedback (Data represented as %) 

Sl 
No 

Parameters 
Strongly 
Agree 

Agree Neutral Disagree 
Strongly 
Disagree 

1 
Course curriculum is tailored for future application in 
higher education/or employment. 

88 7 5 0 0 

2 
The curriculum offers courses with practical and hands-
on learning experience 

82 10 8 0 0 

3 
Faculty members are knowledgeable and helped in 
improving your learning quotient. 

95 5 0 0 0 

4 
Teaching learning process at Adamas University 
matches the expectation of students. 

80 14 6 0 0 

5 
Opportunity for participating in extracurricular 
activities. 

95 5 0 0 0 

6 Learning ambience. 85 10 5 0 0 

7 Industry oriented projects. 87 6 7 0 0 

8 Seminars/workshops/guest lectures. 80 11 9 0 0 

9 Training / placements by career development cell 89 8 3 0 0 

10 Alumni Association/Network of old friends 80 12 8 0 0 
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88
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1. Course curriculum is tailored for future
application in higher education/or employment

Strongly agree in % Agree in % Neutral in %

82

10
8

2. The curriculum offers courses with practical and
hands-on learning experience

Strongly agree in % Agree in % Neutral in %

95

5

3. Faculty members are knowledgeable and helped
in improving your learning quotient

Strongly agree in % Agree in %

 A pie chart representation of Alumni Feedback 
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4 . Learning process at Adamas University 
matches the expectation of students

Strongly agree in % Agree in % Neutral in %

95

5

5. Oppurtunity for participating in extracurricular
activities

Strongly agree in % Agree in %

85

10
5

6. Learning ambience

Strongly agree in % Agree in % Neutral in %
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7. Industry oriented projects

Strongly agree in % Agree in % Neutral in %

8. Seminars/workshops/guest lectures

Strongly agree in % Agree in % Neutral in %

89

8 3

9. Training / placements by career development
cell

Strongly agree in % Agree in % Neutral in %
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The pie chart above represents the analysis report of alumni feedback based on their 
marking in the questionnaire ‘from strongly agree to strongly disagree’. The categories 
“strongly agree “to “Neutral” represents excellent to satisfactory. Again “disagree and 
strongly disagree” reflects negative perception.  

A huge majority of the students i.e. more than 90% (please refer table and pie chart above) 
feel that the overall experience at Adamas University i.e. curriculum and syllabus, 
teaching-learning process, faculty members, training and placement, contribution of 
alumni association, etc. are really excellent.  

The analysis revealed the following: 

1. The students are more or less satisfied with the education at Adamas University.
Not only that they would also like to recommend aspiring students to take
admission in Adamas University.

2. They are also happy with the curriculum and the way it is taught to them by their
teachers in the class.

3. They find very useful the practical exposure offered to them by the university by
various ways and means like, industry-oriented projects, seminar by industry
experts, alumni talk, etc.

4. They also rated highly the training given to them by CDC for internship and final
placement.

5. They also receive occasional help from senior student/alumni on various aspects.

6. There is good scope for extracurricular activities at Adamas.

80

12

8

10. Alumni Association/Network of old friends

Strongly agree in % Agree in % Neutral in %
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Suggestions have also been received with regard to the following: 

1. More attention to grooming of students.

2. Higher practical orientation.

3. More industry visits.

4. More classes on new and emerging technologies.

5. B. ED and other general course students like students of Chemistry, Physics,
Geography, etc. are looking for placement like other departments.

6. Higher emphasis on communication skill, personality development, career
counselling sessions.

7. More seminar for certain schools like Department of English.

Action taken by CDC on feedback received from Alumni: 

Based on analysis of feedback received from Alumni, Career Development Cell (CDC) 
has taken the following actions: 

1. Engaged 3rd party expert, namely, Constellation Training and Placement Services
Pvt. Ltd for different trainings, like, aptitude, grooming, personal interview and HR
round of job interviews.

2. Career Development Cell (CDC) has made use of organizations like Micro-Pro,
Tech Verita, Safe Edutech, SAAS, Prudential InfoTech, Smriti Construction,
Suraksha Diagnostic, etc.to infuse higher practical and project orientation to the
Learning System.

3. Further CDC has introduced training and fulfilment team and Adamas University
has introduced Center for Life Long Learning (CLL) to ensure communication
skill, Personality Development, new age emerging technology skill, etc. of the
students.

4. Looking at the students’ interest CDC has extended placement opportunities
through its automated platform, namely, Superset for students of B.Ed., Chemistry,
Physics, Geography, History, International Relations, Psychology, etc.

5. Though it has always been a regular practice but looking at the feedback, Career
Development Cell (CDC) made a comprehensive plan for students to visit industry
so that they can get an exposure to current industrial practices. Over the last few
months’ students have visited various industries, for example, Diamond Beverages
(Coca Cola manufacturing unit), Prudential InfoTech, Suraksha Diagnostic,
Krish Biotech etc.
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 ………………………… 
 Abhijit Giri 
  Director-CDC 
  Alumni Relations & Group Outreach 
 Adamas University 

Industry Visit at Krish Biotech on 06-05-22 

Industry Visit at Coca cola manufacturing Unit on 04-05-22 



ALUMNI FEEDBACK ANALYSIS & ACTION TAKEN REPORT 
AY 2020-21

Adamas University 

This analysis is based on feedback given by alumni who passed in 2020.As desired 18 samples 

have been studied and analyzed. 

The analysis revealed the following: 

1.The students are more or less satisfied with the education at Adamas University. Not only

that they would also like to recommend aspiring students to take admission in Adamas

University.

2.They are also happy with the curriculum and the way it is taught to them by their teachers in

the class.

3.They find very useful the practical exposure offered to them by the university by various

ways and means like, industry-oriented projects, seminar by industry experts, alumni talk, etc.

4.They also rated highly the training given to them by CDC for internship and final placement.

5.They also receive occasional help from senior student/alumni on various aspects.

6.There is good scope for extracurricular activities at Adamas.

Suggestions have also been received with regard to the following: 

1.More attention to grooming of students.

2.Higher practical orientation.

3.More industry visits.

4.More classes on new and emerging technologies.

5.B. ED students are looking for placement like other departments.

6.Higher emphasis on communication skill, personality development, career counselling

sessions.

7.More seminar for certain schools like Department of English.
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